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The Changing Same

     One of the most interesting and important features of Cambridge is the way in which it has both changed and remained at heart the same. In order to survive and thrive over a period of eight hundred years it has had to avoid two attractive tendencies. If it had changed too rapidly, giving way to each new fashion or pressure, it would soon have been unrecognizable. All traces of the past would have gone and it would no longer be its distinctive self. 

    For example, if all the old buildings had been pulled down as soon as a new style emerged, the current exquisite mixture from across the centuries would not be there to delight us – no King’s Chapel, Wren Library at Trinity, Senate House or even Old Cavendish Laboratory. More intangibly, many of its values and practices, for example the College system, the adversarial face to face encounters of the supervision system, the balance of powers in its administration, its diffused ceremonials and minor rituals, all would have disappeared. 

      The disappearance could have happened easily at various points in its history. A great deal can happen in eight hundred years. Yet much has miraculously been preserved through a certain dogged desire to preserve older things which still seem to work reasonably well – ‘if it ain’t broke, why fix it?’ 

    On the other hand, if there had not been the ability to change, to bend and adapt to time, to emulate a bamboo which retains its shape but can lean with the storms, there would have been an equal danger. Cambridge would soon have lost its connection to the constantly changing parts of its national context. The evolutionary growth of England into Britain, from feudal and agricultural to urban, industrial and capitalist would soon have left it stranded as an anomalous and irrelevant ruin, a time capsule with no function beyond being a museum of quaint people and customs. 

     So the art is to devise a system which allows change, but only after the implications have been thought through and where unfruitful modifications die out. An institution like Cambridge needs to create a way to select sensible and fruitful improvements, while screening out ideas which will damage the roots that feed the system. 

     Cambridge is like a fruit tree which gradually ages, but still continues to bear apples or pears. If such a tree is sawn down at the base every century, or its main boughs cut away too savagely, it will end up a deformed stump, or something completely different. If it is not constantly and carefully pruned at short intervals, the dead wood cut out, good wood pruned to encourage more vigorous growth, it will end up as straggly and produce little fruit. The question then is what are the mechanisms which produce this sifting and pruning?

      We can start with Francis Cornford. Cornford was a brilliant classicist who, as a young don in his early thirties, was in favour of some quite fundamental pruning of the University tree and tried, with others, to effect this. He frequently found himself frustrated by conservative opponents. No doubt partly to relieve his frustration, as well as to lay out the rules of the game, he spent a couple of weeks writing a short satire on how University politics worked entitled Microcosmographia Academica; Being a Guide for the Young Academic Politician. It was published almost exactly one hundred years ago in 1908. 

       In less than twenty pages, Cornford warned ambitious young dons that changing the University was a hopeless task and that as they grew older they would in turn become obstacles to change. He described the nature of parties and the differences between a ‘Conservative Liberal’, a ‘Liberal Conservative’ and a ‘Non-Placet’, that is someone who voted against all change. Finally there were the Adullamites, who ‘inhabit a series of caves near Downing Street’, that is to say the scientists whom Cornford saw as greedy and ambitious. 

        Cornford described the system of splitting into small groups to discuss things, the Caucuses. ‘A Caucus is like a mouse-trap: when you are outside you want to get in; and when you are inside the mere sight of the other mice makes you want to get out. The trap is baited with muffins and cigars…’ Political influence in such a system ‘may be acquired in exactly the same way as the gout; indeed, the two ends ought to be pursued concurrently. The method is to sit tight and drink port wine.’  The way to lose influence was to publish an accessible book.​[1]​

       What is important for us here is his analysis of why change was impossible. This derives from the simple fact that ‘There is only one argument for doing something; the rest are arguments for doing nothing.’ The one argument for doing something ‘is that it is the right thing to do.’ Against this there are two main counter-arguments which always triumph. 

      One is the ‘Principle of the Wedge’, which is ‘that you should not act justly now for fear of raising expectations that you may act still more justly in the future – expectations which you are afraid you will not have the courage to satisfy.’ 
The second is the ‘Principle of the Dangerous Precedent’ which is that ‘you should not do an admittedly right action for fear you, or your equally timid successors, should not have the courage to do right in some future case…’ This means that ‘Every public action which is not customary, either is wrong, or, if it is right, is a dangerous precedent. It follows that nothing should ever be done for the first time.’​[2]​

     These are backed by supplementary arguments. One is ‘Give the present system a Fair Trial’, though, as Cornford points out, this does not apply to proposed alternatives. The second is that ‘the Time is not Ripe’ though, as Cornford caustically comments, ‘Time, by the way, is like the medlar: it has a trick of going rotten before it is ripe.’​[3]​

     Cornford then shows the tactics employed in ‘The Conduct of Business’ to prevent any change occurring. These include the arguments that ‘The present measure would block the way for a far more sweeping reform.’ Another is that ‘the machinery for effecting the proposed objects already exists’. Another is that ‘it is far better that all reform should come from within’ which is also known as the ‘Principle of Washing Linen’ (which should be done in private). 

     It is not necessary to go into his account of the techniques of destroying arguments for change – the methods of prevarication, of setting up weak arguments and then destroying them, the suggestion that the proposal was put forward some years ago and was rejected then, or of boring the listeners into submission. This last method is the art of talking ‘slowly and indistinctly, at a little distance from the point’ so that everyone will vote with you rather than listen to you a moment longer. 

Some sixty years after Cornford, but very much in his spirit, Jasper Rose and John Ziman suggested that ‘Oxbridge does not breed missionary zeal. The preservationist atmosphere, the traditions, the ceremonies, the legacy of the past to be loyally guarded and bequeathed unharmed to posterity – all these crush any capacity for imaginative social action. There are rebels, but they are eventually checked and frustrated. There are liberals, but their liberalism is often so old-fashioned, so mechanical, so unradical, that they are only a convenient foil for the explicitly conservative.’​[4]​  

     Rose and Ziman describe a fairly conservative situation, with very little power at the centre and not much instituted authority or sanctions. Each don faces in a different direction and is indeed divided within him or herself. Many are the times I have found my mind pulled back and forth in a meeting, half in favour, half against every proposal. I can see what they meant when they wrote ‘those who live and work in Oxbridge are pulled in different directions, distracted by conflicting loyalties, distressed by the incoherence in their institutions. Any attempt at change, whether forward, backward or sideways, is baffled and frustrated by the rigidity induced by these conflicts. The logs are all pointing different ways, and jammed tight together in an amorphous mass.’​[5]​  





       Yet one of the most striking features of Cambridge is the way in which the whole system has managed to absorb new changes in a short period – while keeping its core relatively unchanged. The Cambridge I came to in 1971 seems very distant from the Cambridge I know in 2009. Related to this is the way in which Cambridge covers over its tracks. What has astonished me is how new much of what I encountered was - and yet I assumed at the time that it was old. My students and even my younger colleagues are amazed to find that much of what ‘Cambridge’ is like now has been invented in the last century or less.  

     The strange fact is that Cornford was mostly wrong. There has been immense change since he published his devastating account. As Gordon Johnson, writes ‘In many respects, it requires a real effort of the historical imagination to conjure up the Cambridge of the young Francis Cornford’.​[6]​ It is worth briefly listing some of the changes which have totally transformed Cambridge in the last hundred years.

     There has been an enormous transformation in the city around the University. It has more than doubled in size since Cornford. It has many new shopping precincts which replace some of the streets Cornford knew. It has a motorway bi-pass and an airport. There are extensive housing estates and a ring of science parks rapidly expanding round the city. He would recognize the central College area, but be amazed at the expansion of the city.  Also the University has been transformed physically. It now effectively has three campuses with two large developments on the Sidgwick site and the west Cambridge science faculties, as well as a new concert hall, library on the other side of the river and a huge new hospital. 

     Cornford fought to reform the government of the University. Since his time a great deal has changed. The Regent House has replaced the Senate House as the final governing body. The Vice Chancellor has become the executive as well as ceremonial head of the university and there are numerous pro-vice-Chancellors. Faculties and faculty boards which did not exist in his day are a basic unit of administration and now schools and councils of schools are rapidly gaining power. Most of the Departments and Centres have been created since his time, many of them since the Second World War. A number of new Colleges have been founded, including a new woman’s college and several entirely secular foundations. The financial organization is immensely more complex and after 1919 the University became dependent on government subsidies for the first time. 

       The organization of teaching and research has altered hugely. Cornford was writing just as honours degrees were starting to outnumber ‘pass’ degrees, and now the former are almost universal. When Cornford wrote his book there were thirteen Triposes or courses of study; there are now over fifty. More than five times as many undergraduates matriculate each year. There were no postgraduates in Cornford’s day. The Ph.D. was only introduced in 1919 and did not become at all common until after the Second World War. Now there are several thousand students doing Ph.D. degrees. There were no taught master’s courses in Cornford’s day but now there are more than eighty.  

       The nature of the undergraduate body has also been totally transformed. In Cornford’s day it was all men (though two women’s colleges did have students who were allowed to study to a certain extent alongside the men, but not properly recognized). Now half of the students at all levels are women and since 1972 all the men’s colleges have gradually become mixed. This has had enormous effects on every aspect of life in Cambridge, including, among other things, widening the range of artistic life in drama, music and even sports. 

     Almost all the students in Cornford’s day were from Britain, now a very large proportion, especially at the postgraduate level, are from abroad and increasingly from far away, particularly from Asia. Those from Britain are different too. In his day they were almost all from the middle class and from private boarding schools. Now over half the intake, and in the case of some colleges three-quarters, are from state schools and from all social classes. 

      Finally, the intellectual and artistic flowering of Cambridge in the twentieth century would have amazed him. For example, in drama the Footlights were already present and drama went back to the sixteenth century, but the enormous flourishing, particularly in the period of the 1960’s when much of the talent in British television and satire came from Cambridge, would not have been predictable. Or again in music, the great period of choral singing had not occurred. The same is true in almost all fields, literary criticism, political science, chemistry, astronomy, computing and many others. The Nobel Prize had only just been awarded for the first time seven years before the publication of Cornford’s book. He would have been amazed and rather rueful to find that the ‘Adullamites’ whom he scorned were to win over eighty such prizes in the next hundred years. 
 




      We find the answer in a number of areas. One is the force of reasoned argument. Cambridge is dedicated to teaching that good arguments trump bad ones. The very Adullamites, or scientists, whom Cornford feared, encourage this feature. Many of them have risen high in the University and have applied their ideas of sifting bad arguments from good and love of experiments to the Colleges and Committees which they have run. 

     The system of oppositional arguments, as in supervisions, leads to several effects. There is ingenuity in outflanking problems so that as the contradictions and blockages which continuously face an organization through time occur, there are many trained minds applied to solving these in creative and ingenious ways. There is a respect for well-argued cases. Furthermore, a teaching and research environment which promotes an atmosphere of adversarial challenge and constant questioning means that everything is a temporary and provisional solution. There are no sacred truths, everything is up for questioning, and there are no final answers.

      Cambridge is, in Karl Popper’s term, an ‘Open Society’, constantly testing, improving, and striving towards a never-finalized truth or beauty. There are always better solutions awaiting in the future, an attitude different to that which I have encountered in the world philosophies. Often they are associated with certain interpretations of Confucius or of other past philosophical and religious leaders, who are thought to have laid down a finished account which should be revered, respected, but not altered. So Cambridge, while respecting and wanting to preserve what is good from the past, also looks forward. The future holds, through rational argument, a better outcome. 





      This links to a certain egalitarian ethos within the magic circle of those who are members. Part of Cornford’s pessimism arose from the fact that he thought that all radical ideas would come from those of his own age or younger. These people would not have ‘weight’. Yet I have seen that junior Fellows are listened to attentively and their ideas often accepted, and that even student representatives can persuade Fellows (whose mean age may be fifty or more) to do something. Within the forum, all are largely judged on their arguments rather than their longevity. Just as I listen and am forced into agreeing with my students as they present compelling arguments in their supervisions, so my intellectual training compels me to respond to what is said and not who says it. 

      Another important technique is used to overcome Cornford’s acute observation that, on the whole, nothing should be done for the first time. Clearly if this were the trump card there would be no science parks, no women’s colleges, no postgraduate degrees and many other things. What we find, however, is that there are almost always real or invented precedents for new departures. It can be made to look as if one is going back to something earlier, while in fact it is new, what anthropologists have called ‘the invention of tradition’.​[8]​ 






     It is not difficult to devise a set of matching arguments alongside Cornford’s. For example, ‘the time is not ripe’ is matched by ‘the window of opportunity’ argument. I argued recently against spending large sums of money on a building because (given a looming economic recession), the ‘time was not ripe’, though in a somewhat different way to Cornford. This was matched (and defeated) by the proponents of the scheme who argued that precisely because of the economic situation, this was a ‘window of opportunity’ because builders would be eager for the custom and perhaps lower their prices.

      The ‘thin end of the wedge’ argument can be countered by the ‘stitch in time saves nine’. One can argue that a small reform now will patch the system and mend things so that much larger changes are avoided in the future. This I have often observed in dealing with student demands. If they ask for reasonable small changes, it is sensible to grant these rather than build up resentment and a growing desire on their part to make much more fundamental demands. 

      Part of this relates to the generally consensual nature of Cambridge micro-politics. The price of efficiency and unity is that people are often quite pliable, deferential to the Chair of the meeting, unwilling to stick their neck out and be thought of as awkward customers. 

     If people are known to be wary of innovations, one can use a variant of what the Japanese call ‘root binding’, that is preparing people for changes by patiently explaining to them the implications and advantages of the reforms, getting them on your side, soothing their anxieties, and doing this over a period so that when the change occurs it is already absorbed and many people are happy about it. 

     Another element is the balance of a system which has numerous entities, all more or less on the same level of power. If one Faculty Board or College blocks something others may try it. So diversity is encouraged, and creativity in the face of ongoing problems is possible. This is both conscious and random, and then, as Charles Darwin showed, there is a mechanism of natural selection which keeps better solutions. The late comers soon find themselves forced into a change which they blocked earlier on. 

     An example from my own experience is partly about this. When the University announced it was prepared to introduce new taught Master’s courses, quite a few Departments and Faculties showed little interest. Teaching on such courses was not to be remunerated. It was just more work for already busy people. But our go-ahead Professor saw an opportunity which might lead indirectly into more power and income and the propagation of our discipline. So we were among the first to set up a Certificate and then an M.Phil. with various options. Within fifteen years we were told to cap our numbers because everyone wanted to offer such courses. 

      Another feature is that with a consensual system of politics, much of the business in crowded meetings goes through without any kind of argument or vote. It is very easy to smuggle through small changes all the time without anyone really noticing, or if they do, they feel that someone somewhere must have scrutinized this carefully. Indeed the matter has often come out of the report of a subcommittee set up a year earlier and consisting of two or three people whose recommendation, perhaps with two in favour and one against, can be passed by a much larger body without much discussion.





     Cambridge is a secure environment within which to take risks. Given the accumulated prestige and solidity of the organization, it is possible to try out new things. I noted this early in relation to King’s College which was innovative in terms of taking women, in widening its student intake and in altering its social and ritual arrangements. It could do this partly because the College reputation was so great that a mistake or two would not bring it down.  

     Douglas Adams (was he thinking of Cambridge where he had been a student?) wrote in Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Universe that the world was a giant experiment or computer set up by some white mice. In Cambridge the experiment has been running for eight hundred years. Through selective mechanisms the University has visibly improved, though at certain points it blundered off down various non-productive tracks. It has the ability of self-renewal. This is unusual since thoughts and institutions have a strong tendency to wither through time as their purpose is lost and their members become out of touch with the outside world. 





      If I were asked what the secret of striking a good balance between innovation and continuity is, I would point to a localized example of a very widespread English feature. This is the importance of unwritten, oral, customary norms based on common sense and a respect for precedent. This is an old feature of English law, as shown in the thirteenth century work of Henry de Bracton On the Laws and Customs of England. The way in which customs give flexibility yet stability is excellently shown in the local context of Cambridge. 

      It is relatively easy for customs to change, since they are not written down and anyone can say ‘we’ve always done it like this’, and if it suits the listeners, then small changes easily slip through. This is one of the ways in which Cambridge constantly shifts, alters direction, grows and evolves, yet appears not to be doing anything other than what it has always done. New people feel that the ways of doing things they encounter must have been there for ever, until they suddenly disappear. 

    On the other hand, customs prevent large changes, revolutions, massive and swift alterations. The main justification for things being as they are is that they have always been like this. Big organizational changes are against the customs and have difficulty in being implemented since they are clearly new and not customary. It is like a giant game – to suddenly change the rules, it is widely believed will lead to unfairness, instability and quite likely to ruin. If life is like cricket or rugger, you can’t just come in and change the rules. 

    In countries and organizations with a written set of rules, one authority can alter the written constitution and everything is changed. With customs, it is necessary to alter thousands of small, implicit, practices in order to achieve any significant change. So there is a bias towards slowly evolving and continuous growth. It is certainly not centrally planned. Cambridge moves by evolutionary modifications rather than by the punctuated equilibrium of more rigid, explicit, institutions. It is random variation and selective retention. 

     It is true, as Cornford argued, that customary systems give a bias towards the longer dwelling and older inhabitants. The ‘young man (or woman) in a hurry’ who wants to change things is new to the jungle of intertwined customs, he cannot absorb many of them until after a few years. It is difficult to change much at a deeper level, although he may gain small victories. After twenty years or so, when one understands the customs and speaks the local ‘language’, the strong investment one has in the system, the sense that one has heard all the arguments for change and tried things which work no better, often becomes overwhelming. Institutional conservatism is built into the system. 

      Yet custom is also liberating, for inconsistency is masked and plural worlds are possible. Customs can clash, contradict, be out of step, yet work. It can be a custom that only Fellows walk on the grass – until a children’s day is held or a May Ball when everyone tramples on it. It may be a custom that only people with a High Pass are accepted onto a course until someone argues heatedly that a brilliant student who failed altogether should be allowed to continue due to special circumstances.​[9]​ 

     Customs are largely an extrapolation backwards of what is currently being done, but the reasons have never been clearly enunciated or are lost in history. They fit in a world of a kind of ancestor worship. If wise heads in past centuries thought a way of doing things worked, that standing on the slippery end of a punt was better than doing what they do in Oxford (which is to stand more safely in the sloping and protected area), who are we to argue? 

    A customary approach also fits well with a complex system. It would be impossible to map how the Cambridge system works in a set of diagrams or rational equations. As Tocqueville wrote of English law, so it can be said of Cambridge, which ‘may be compared to the trunk of an old tree on which lawyers have continually grafted the strangest shoots, hoping that though the fruit will be different, the leaves at least will match those of the venerable tree that supports them.’​[10]​ The result is that, according to Tocqueville, in France there is simplicity, coherence and logical organisation, whereas in England there is an ‘old-fashioned and monstrous machine’ with its ‘complicated and incoherent plan’. Yet, as Tocqueville continues, in England there has been liberty, while in France the ever-present threat of authoritarian absolutism. 
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